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Supercritical CO2 power cycles have been deeply investigated in recent years. However, their potential in waste heat

recovery is still largely unexplored. This paper presents a critical review of engineering background, technical challenges,

and current advances of the s-CO2 cycle for waste heat recovery. Firstly, common barriers for the further promotion of

waste heat recovery technology are discussed. Afterwards, the technical advantages of the s-CO2 cycle in solving the

abovementioned problems are outlined by comparing several state-of-the-art thermodynamic cycles. On this basis,

current research results in this field are reviewed for three main applications, namely the fuel cell, internal combustion

engine, and gas turbine. For low temperature applications, the transcritical CO2 cycles can compete with other existing

technologies, while supercritical CO2 cycles are more attractive for medium- and high temperature sources to replace

steam Rankine cycles. Moreover, simple and regenerative configurations are more suitable for transcritical cycles,

whereas various complex configurations have advantages for medium- and high temperature heat sources to form

cogeneration system. Finally, from the viewpoints of in-depth research and engineering applications, several future

development directions are put forward. This review hopes to promote the development of s-CO2 cycles for waste heat

recovery.
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1. Introduction

Efficient conversion and utilization of energy is an effective pathway to address energy shortage and environmental

problems faced by mankind. However, several losses occur during the energy conversion process, starting from the

primary energy carrier to the end-user, mainly in the form of waste heat. The waste heat discharged to the environment

has high exergy value and also contains large quantities of pollutants,thus, contributing to global warming.The recovery of

this waste heat for targeted use can significantly raise the process efficiency and reduce the primary energy consumption

. Such an energy-saving potential is particularly significant for industrial processes, thermal engines, and mechanical

devices . Take China as an example, the annual energy consumption of the industrial sector accounts for more than

70% of the total national energy consumption, of which at least 50% is converted to waste heat at different temperatures

and with different carriers. The estimated waste heat in the cement, iron/steel, and glass industries in China, in 2016,

were, 41.0 GWth, 2.9 GWth, and 1.8 GWth, respectively .

Generally speaking, there are many kinds and forms of waste heat resources. According to the investigation by Galanis et

al. , waste energy is released from industrial processes to the environment via four main states of matter; namely, liquid

streams at temperatures between 50 °C and 300 °C, exhaust at temperatures ranging between 150 °C to 800 °C, steam

at temperatures ranging from 100 °C to 250 °C, as well as the process gases and vapors within a temperature range of 80

°C to 500 °C. Furthermore, low-temperature(<350 °C) waste heat accounts for the majority in most end-use energy

sectors. As shown in Figure 1, evaluations reveal that 63% of the waste heat streams arise at temperatures below 100 °C,

and the largest proportion of which is produced by the electricity sector, followed by the commercial and transportation

sector .
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Figure 1. Sectoral shares of worldwide waste heat distribution .

From a thermodynamic point of view, energy from waste heat can be recovered in various ways. Direct heat exchange

can take place between waste heat and other fluids, namely the heat transfer fluids for the heating and cooling process 

. Conversion of waste heat into useful power is done using a thermodynamic cycle. The waste heat can be used as a

heat source, i.e., the high-temperature side, which is used to heat the working fluid to obtain a gas phase of certain

temperature and pressure. This working fluid, or the waste heat fluid itself, can be used to perform expansion work .

Another method is to raise the temperature of the waste heat to a required value using a heat pump for special

applications such as distributed energy systems . These diverse pathways face challenges, such as the low-grade

and fluctuation and intermittency of heat sources, inefficiencies in the energy conversion process, and cascade utilization

of different energy sources.

2. Barriers to Waste Heat Recovery

Using waste heat as an energy source is based on many aspects, which are elaborated as follows: Many factors make

waste heat recovery very difficult, such as operating principle of heat recovery facilities, user demand, and characteristics

of the source of the waste heat. Each method of waste heat recovery is posed with different problems, thus, the

technologies face a number of barriers. A graphical representation of the various energy conversion pathways for waste

heat is shown in Figure 2. Waste heat is known to mainly originate from two types of sources, i.e., fossil fuel and

renewable energy. Most of the waste heat from fossil fuel involves industrial processes while renewable energy can be

used directly through an air pre-heater, waste heat boiler, and economizer, and a small part of them need to go through a

thermal power cycle before being used . This is one of the main reasons for the temperature grade diversification of

waste heat resources. Meanwhile, as mentioned above, the diverse forms of waste heat recovery technologies depend on

the specific energy form needed by the end-user. At this point, the limitation of space for equipment as well as the

economic and environmental boundaries should be taken into account. These abovementioned issues make an efficient

waste heat recovery challenging.

Figure 2. Waste heat recovery from various heat sources .

From a technical perspective, the following aspects need to be highlighted. First of all, waste heat sources are prone to

more fluctuation and intermittence than traditional heat sources, severely affecting the operation stability of the recovery

system. This is especially challenging in context to an evaporation process where the energy transfer takes place directly

between the heat source and the working fluid. The abrupt fluctuation of the temperature of the heat source during a

transient scan cause the variation in physical and chemical properties of the working fluid . The indirect evaporation
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with an intermediate heat transfer fluid between the fluctuating waste heat stream and the working fluid can solve such

problem effectively. Moreover, the development of a proper control strategy can also avoid large fluctuations in the

performance of the system .

A second technical aspect involves systems that have more than one heat source, such as the waste heat from internal

combustion engines(ICE) and from other complex industrial processes. For such a case, a waste heat recovery system

must be designed and optimized for the multiple heat sources. In ICEs, the engine coolant is low-grade waste heat with

temperature below 100 °C which is used as a preheat source, and the exhaust gas is high-grade waste heat with

temperatures ranging from 500 °C to 700 °C . Technical solutions involve matching the characteristic temperature drop

of each source of waste heat.

Thirdly, due to the variety and complexity of waste heat resources, where the waste heat is present, the chemical

composition of the waste heat carrier is important when considering recovery from steam generation . Furthermore,

the waste heat sources are usually dispersed geographically, which makes it challenging to integrate the recovery system

with the original industrial process. In these cases, additional problems like the pressure drop of the flue gases in the heat

absorber  should be taken into account.

To realize an economical and efficient waste heat recovery process, the barriers to the wide application of recovery

technology for low-temperature waste heat have been described as follows: (1) The mismatch of energy grade of the

waste heat resource and user demand in terms of time and space, (2) the intermittent of waste heat sources, and (3) the

lack of a comprehensive methodology for global energy transfer and transformation optimization at the system level 

, especially for larger zones.

3. State-of-the-Art Thermodynamic Cycles for Waste Heat Recovery

Various implementation pathways can be adopted with respect to the quality of waste heat sources . The main approach

is to utilize the available waste heat as heat source to drive the thermodynamic cycle and convert the thermal energy into

useful power. One of the most important indicators for choosing a proper cycle is the operation temperature. Figure 3

depicts the possible thermodynamic cycles and the range of their relevant operation temperatures. The most suitable

waste heat temperature range for the Steam Rankine Cycle(SRC) is medium-high temperature, at about more than 300

°C. Systems for lower temperature heat sources are much less cost-effective and may lead to surface corrosion problem.

Furthermore, the Organic Rankine Cycle(ORC) which uses lower boiling point organic fluids, has been also extensive

investigated in last few decades. A suitable waste heat temperature to obtain competitive efficiency of the ORC ranges

from 90 °C to 250 °C. Additionally, the Kalina Cycle uses a mixture of ammonia and water as working fluid to closely meet

the temperature profile of waste heat sources during the phase change heat transfer process, between 100 °C and 450

°C.

Recent years, the use of CO  power cycles for waste heat recovery are gained more and more attentions. Such cycles

are usually operated under trans-critical or supercritical conditions,due to the relatively low critical point of carbon dioxide.

Its main advantages can be summarized as follows. First of all, the CO  cycles are suitable for the recovery of waste heat

sources with a wide range of temperatures, while the steam based Rankine cycle is only efficientto recovery waste heat at

high-temperature. Therefore, the main propose to investigate the CO  power cycles was not only to replace the SRC 

but also as a more wide range to waste heat recovery temperatures . The special physical properties of CO  can

reduce the heat transfer loss between working fluid and heat source . Furthermore, the CO  is a non-combustible and

nontoxic refrigerant which frees up space for the cycle operation temperature to rise . In addition, the CO  power

cycles occupy a smaller space as compared with SRC, which has a large working fluid steam volume and therefore

shows great potential for system downsizing and lightweight. Accordingly, the chemistry and condensingprocesses are

also simpler .
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Figure 3. Thermodynamic cycles for waste heat recovery at various temperature-levels and scales.

Besides to thermodynamic cycles, other choices is to use thermoelectric (TE) materialsfor power conversion of waste

heat. Relevant investigations focus on the thermoelectric generator , electrochemical systems , thermogalvanic cells

 and pyroelectric energy conversion , which are still under study and has no large scale market application.

In summary, with respect to conventional thermodynamic cycles, supercritical carbon dioxide(s-CO ) cycles offer a wide

range of operating temperatures and potentially higher efficiencies, and a much smaller environmental footprint .

Power cycles running on s-CO  have received wide attention, and the number of publications has risen exponentially in

recent years. However, the great potential for this technology in waste heat recovery remains to be further explored, which

makes this comprehensive review of recent advances in s-CO  cycles for waste heat recovery highly relevant.
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